THE FIRST EVER FOLDABLE WHEELCHAIR WHEELS
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MORPH WHEELS
OPEN POSSIBILITIES™
Fail-safe design prevents wheels from folding when in use

Travel in smaller cars with less storage space – even in taxis

Reduce the painful strain on your shoulders when transferring into cars

Fit into overhead bins, closets and under your seat during flights

Limited spoke design enables you to easily reach under your chair

Compatible with all manual wheelchairs that use quick release axles

Wheel size: 24"

Dimensions when folded: 32” x 12½”

Wheel set weight capacity: 265 lbs.

Weight per wheel: 7.5 lbs.

Material: glass-filled nylon

Hand rim material: polypropylene

Tires: solid

Passed all RESNA/ANSI impact, curb drop and double drum testing standards